Donor Supported Funds for the

COLLEGE OF EARTH, OCEAN, AND ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES

FUND FOR INNOVATION
• Dean’s Fund for Innovation – Dean’s unrestricted. (Fund #490030)

DISCIPLINE AND PROGRAM FUNDS
• Atmospheric Sciences Fund. (Fund #490020)
• Environmental Sciences Fund. (Fund #659900)
• Geography Fund. (Fund #680000)
• Geology Fund. (Fund #690000)
• Marine Resource Management Program Fund. (Fund #490190)
• Oceanography Fund. (Fund #901420)

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS
• Undergraduate Scholarship Fund. (Fund #685900)
• Graduate Fellowships Fund. (Fund #685640)
• Climate Sciences Scholarship Fund. (Fund #490620)

SPECIAL PURPOSE FUNDS
• Geology Field Camp Program. (Fund #694300)
• GeoClub Field Trip Fund. (Fund #692500)
• Graduate Student Travel Assistance. (Fund #490310)
• Physical Oceanography Seminar. (Fund #490290)
• K-12 and Public Outreach Fund. (Fund #490420)
• Student Research Vessel Experience Fund (Fund #490520)

ENDOWMENTS WE ARE SEEKING TO ESTABLISH
• Endowed Professorship(s) in Geospatial Intelligence ($250K)
• Environmental Sciences Fund ($25K)
• Mentoring Award ($25K)
• OSU Presidential Scholarships ($100K each)
• Undergraduate Teaching Award ($25K)
• Water Conflict Management ($100K)

To make a gift, go to

http://osufoundation.org/give

Or send a check payable to ‘OSU Foundation’ with notation for CEOAS fund(s) above to Oregon State University Foundation, 850 SW 35th Street, Corvallis, OR 97330.

If you need assistance or details on other gift opportunities, call 800-354-7281 or 541-737-4218.
Or, email: annual.giving@oregonstate.edu
OTHER DONATION OPPORTUNITIES

PROFESSORSHIP

Alice Rohm Oceanography Fund
Professorship in Oceanography Education. Endowed. (Fund #490270)

Hollis M. Dole Professorship Fund
Endowed. (Fund #686500)

Robert S. Yeats Professorship Endowment in Earthquake Geography
Yeats/Chair. Endowed. (Fund #685570)

UNDERGRADUATE, NAMED

Anne Elizabeth Sellers Environmental Sciences Scholarship Fund
(Fund #659820)

Earl L. Packard Achievement Award Fund
Geology undergraduate scholarship. Endowed. (Fund #697900)

Richard W. Chambers Geology Scholarship Fund
Geology undergraduate research scholarship. Endowed. (Fund #690030)

Hunt Education Fund in Geography
Geography undergraduate loans and scholarships. (Fund #680100)

Christian John Hunt Memorial Fund in Geography
Loans and scholarships. (Fund #680200)

Keith Oles / Ed Taylor Scholarship Fund
Undergraduate Geology scholarship honoring Professors Keith Oles and Ed Taylor. (Fund #685690)

GRADUATE

Geosciences Graduate Student Support Fund
Research oriented. (Fund #685640)

Geology Graduate Student Teaching Assistant Fellowship Fund
Geology scholarships for teaching assistants. (Fund #690800)

Geography Student Assistance
Geography, travel for conferences. Endowed. (Fund #683000)

GRADUATE, NAMED

Arthur Parenzin Memorial Graduate Research Geography Fellowship
Geography completion bridge fund. (Fund #683500)

Glasmann Sedimentary Petrology Fund in Geology
Geology graduate student fellowship. (Fund #695100)

Wrolstad Memorial – Geophysics
Support for graduate students in Geophysics and Marine Geology. Annual award. Endowed. (Fund #490410)

Chipman/Downs Memorial Fund
Assist graduate students. Endowed. (Fund #490160)

Warren W. Denner Graduate Fellowship
Recognition and financial assistance to graduate students. Endowed. (Fund #497600)

Lance Forsythe Memorial Fund
Fellowship in Geography, Geology, or Marine Geology. Endowed. (Fund #685540)

Jean Bowman Clark Education Fund
Geology graduate student fellowship. Endowed. (Fund #685560)

Coastal Ocean and Atmosphere Prediction Workshop Fund
Support recurring workshops hosted by CEOAS. (Fund #490480)

Dimmick Memorial – MRM
Scholarships to promising Marine Resource Management students. Endowed. (Fund #490340)

George and Danielle Sharp Geology Fund for Excellence
Geology graduate student fellowship. Endowed. (Fund #490010)

Richard M. Mathews Memorial Scholarship
Student scholarships. Endowed. (Fund #490140)

Maurice Mundorf Memorial Fund
Geology graduate student fellowship. Endowed. (Fund #685580)

Quinn, William H. Memorial Fund
Student aid. Endowed. (Fund #490250)

Ocean Ecology of Nekton Research Awards to students and special speakers for nekton research. Endowed. (Fund #495080)

Burt Memorial Fund
$1000 annual student award plus fellowships. Endowed. (Fund #490260)

Kenneth and Adrienne Sexton Graduate Student Support Fund
Support travel, research, equipment for student in oceanography. Endowed. (Fund #490470)

The Lydia Departmental Dog Memorial Fund
Conference and workshop travel of graduate students in the Geography, Marine Resource Management, and Water Resources degree programs. (Fund #6220-490560)

OTHER NAMED FUNDS

Physical Oceanography Seminar
Physical Oceanography seminar fund. (Fund #490170)

Harold A. Enlows Education Fund
Geology Field Camp. Endowed. (Fund #692600)

Hersherberger Memorial Fund
Acquisition of library materials. Endowed. (Fund #490130)

Gordon Matzke Fund Geography
Geography travel. Endowed. (Fund #680020)

Curtis and Isabella Holt Education Fund
Benefit marine science programs at Hatfield Marine Science Center plus $300/year CEOAS teaching award. Endowed. (Fund #497540)

(Fund #490420)

LECTURE FUNDS

Distinguished Visiting Lecturer Fund
(Fund #490460)

Richard Marston Geography Lecture Fund
(Fund #680040)
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